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guy kawasaki’s hit parade
the top 10 lies of entrepreneurs and other lists for startups
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fran witzel: introduction

Good morning.  I'm Fran Witzel, Vice President of Morino Institute's Netpreneur.org, the learning community for the New Economy.
	As many of you are aware, Netpreneur.org is the result of the vision, leadership and commitment of one person, Mario Morino.  We're delighted to share with you that this weekend Mario was recognized as the winner of the 2000 National Ernst & Young Supporter Of Entrepreneurship Award.  Mario was cited for his work as "a mentor to entrepreneurs, providing them with the resources they need to find support, share knowledge, make contacts and form partnerships that will benefit their businesses."  Please join us in congratulating him on this achievement.
	I also want to recognize some very important people from our netpreneur community who have taken time to help us with this and other events: Carolyn Carroll of STAT Tech; Eric Sommer of iCapture; Suzi Connor, Marcia Nutt and Mitch Chen of Network Alliance; Hunter Monroe of ValueSpeed, and Dawn Amore and Arika Casebolt of Glowing Toad Designs.  Thank you for your help.  We couldn't do it without you.
	On behalf of the Netpreneur.org team and today's sponsor, Imperial Bank, it's my pleasure to welcome you to a very special Coffee & DoughNets presentation.  It was almost two years ago today, on November 19, 1998, that I had the honor of introducing the Angels & Revolutionaries event.  Our keynote speaker that night was Guy Kawasaki, CEO of newly-launched venture capital investment bank, Garage.com.  Guy totally blew the roof off the McLean Hilton as he described the “Rules for Revolutionaries” from his book of the same name.  Since then, Garage.com has helped over 60 high-tech startups raise over $200 million in venture capital, and, now, Garage.com is here in Washington again to give one of their two-day Bootcamp for Startups.
	This morning Guy is here to share his insights and advice again.  Not only will he talk about “The 10 Lies of Entrepreneurs,” we're also very lucky because he will address a number of other issues that I think you'll find particularly relevant in helping you start and grow your high-tech businesses.  We’ll take your questions when he’s finished, but, just before that, I've asked Guy to help explain what a “venture capital investment bank” is by describing what Garage.com does in more detail.  Please give a warm welcome to Guy Kawasaki.


guy kawasaki: the top four top ten lists

Thank you very much.  I am going to try something today that I've never tried before.  I'm going to give you four speeches, because when Fran and I met he said, “You have to do the Top 10 Lies of Entrepreneurs since that’s what we told everybody you’d talk about, but I've seen this other speech of yours and that would be good, and I've seen this other speech and that would be good and people are asking for this other speech...”  So, I'm going to do four in one.  We want to get out of here at 9:00, so we'll do four in 45 minutes.  Any one of these could be a 45-minute speech by itself, but I thought I would set the standard for content in speeches at a Netpreneur.org event forever.
	For those of you who saw me speak two years ago, you know that I always use the “Top 10” format so there are going to be four Top 10 lists.  The reason why I use Top 10 is that most high-tech CEOs suck as speakers.  One thing I figured out from watching these CEOs is that if you're going to suck, at least the audience can track progress through your speech if you use a top 10 format.  I hope you don't think I suck, but, in case you do, at any given point you can just do the math.  But remember to subtract from 40, not from 10, okay?
	What’s that, Fran?  We can go to 9:30?  I can take Q&A.  I can do a lot of things.  I could add a fifth speech if we go to 9:30.
	Okay, here's the first one.

the top 10 lies of entrepreneurs

	Garage.com is a venture capital investment bank.  This means that we help high-tech startups raise venture capital, and, in that process, we view roughly 12,000 business plans a year.  We also meet with probably 500 to 750 entrepreneurs a year and get pitched by them one-on-one.  We've seen a lot of plans and we've been pitched to a lot of times, so we've been told all the lies of entrepreneurs.  I have narrowed down these Top 10 Lies of Entrepreneurs to tell you what the most common ones are and what people are thinking when you tell them.  I want to give you a solid basis for not telling these lies.  By the way, many people have asked me to do the Top 10 Lies of Venture Capitalists, but I have never been able to narrow it down to 10.  Lie number one is:

1
“Our projections are conservative.”
“When you look at our financial statement,” says the entrepreneur, “You'll see that in year three we'll be doing $50 million, and that is probably a faster ramp-up than Compaq, Apple, DEC, Alta Vista, Inktomi, Yahoo!, E*Trade, everybody.  We're going to outdo all those companies because our projections are conservative.”
	Whenever a sophisticated investor hears this lie, he or she thinks, “I will multiply by 0.1 and add three years.”  That’s just so you know the math.  Never say you're going to do $50 million in year three because everybody says that.  Literally.  Every plan says it.  I think you all buy the same Excel template, frankly.  It doesn't matter if you're in wave division multiplexing, fiber optics or shrimp farming software, everybody says $50 million in year three.

2
“[IDC] says that our market will be $50 billion by the year 2003.”
Entrepreneurs try to validate their market by using an outside source such as IDC, Jupiter or Yankee Group.  They’ll say that IDC (or whatever firm) says their market will be $50 billion by the year 2003.  Well, when it comes to consulting firms, every study they have says that every market will be $50 billion by 2003, so this is kind of a meaningless statement.  You should never use external data to validate your market.  Sophisticated investors have a very good sense of the size of a market.  If you try to spin this lie, it will be the fifth time that day they hear that this particular market is $50 billion.  It will hurt your credibility.

3
“[Amazon.com] will sign our contract next week.”
Substitute Yahoo!, E*Trade, Excite or any major player for Amazon.com.  Pick a company.  Everybody says this.  Behind it is that no one in the new digital economy can say no.  How many of you have ever gotten a rock-solid “no” from anybody?  It never happens.
	You have?  All right.
	It seldom happens because people in the New Economy are just chicken.  They don't want to say no.  They always say, “Well, it sounds very interesting.  We'll get back to you.”  When entrepreneurs hear that, it parses in their brain as, “They're going to sign our contract next week!”
	If you're going to say something like this, if a company is really going to sign a deal with you, wait until the deal is signed and then tell people about it.  Nothing is worse than telling someone that a big deal is going to happen and then it doesn't.  Under-promise and over-deliver.

4
“Key employees will join as soon as we get funded.”
The fourth lie is, “As soon as we get the $3 million from you, we have these key employees who work at Microsoft and Oracle making $2 million a year, but they're going to quit and join our two-person operation that has $3 million in funding and doesn't have a product yet.”  It’s kind of a stretch for the imagination.  If you tell this lie, be sure that when they ask for the names, email addresses and phone numbers of those key employees, they really will say that they're going to quit, because, in most cases, they'll say, “Oh yeah, I met them at a Netpreneur.org event.  Seemed like interesting guys.”  That's not going to lead to funding, so don't tell this lie unless it's absolutely true.

5
“We have first-mover advantage.”
To this day, Garage.com is receiving business plans for selling books online that claim they have first-mover advantage.  Very few people have first-mover advantage.  Even if you do, I would make the case that first-mover advantage doesn't matter. It’s a really tenuous thing, amounting to maybe five weeks of advantage.  I would also say that very few people truly do have first-mover advantage.  I can't tell you how many business plans we get that say they're the first-and-only people to be able to do something, and it's the fourth plan we got that week in the same space.  At the very least, learn how to use Google, okay.  Type in the keywords, find out the other 88,795 matches in the same space.

6
“Several VCs are already interested.”
The sixth lie is that you have these VCs all teed up; they're all ready to sign; they're ready to rock and roll.  What happens when you tell this lie is that the potential investor will call the other VCs, and the other VCs will say, “Oh, yeah, about three weeks ago our partners decided to pass on that investment.  I guess I forgot to get back to the entrepreneur.”  That happens time and time again.
	There really are only two states with a VCeither you have a term sheet or they're not interested.  If you don't have a term sheet, assume they're not interested; I don't care how positive things look or how much they tell you that it's very strategic.  One of the best ways to say no is to tell you, “As soon as you find a lead investor, we're in.”  That equals no.  Just understand VC-speak.  That equals, “No, we're not interested.”

7
“[Oracle] is too slow to be a threat.”
The seventh lie is: “Oracle, Microsoft, Inktomi, Yahoo!, E*Trade, Cisco, PeopleSoft, they're too big, too dumb and too slow to be a threat to the two of us working in our garage.”  You know something?  There's a reason why Larry Ellison flies in a private jet and you and I are in coach on United.  It is not because he's stupid or slow or not aggressive or because he doesn't have a great team behind him.  He has all that stuff.  Oracle is a big threat.  Microsoft is a big threat.  All these companies are big threats. Even if you truly can eat Oracle's lunch, you should never say it because no one is going to believe you.  You will reduce your credibility.

8
“We’re glad the bubble has burst.”
How many of you are glad the bubble has burst?  You are?  You're a short seller?
	Basically, nobody is glad that the bubble has burst.  Life is better with Nasdaq at 5,000, okay?  Birds sing better, the sun is shinier, the sky is bluer.  Everything is better with Nasdaq at 5,000.  Nasdaq is not at 5,000, so you have to spin this into something good, like “valuations are more rational” or “VCs are seeing fewer stupid ideas and they can spend more time with my company.”  You can spin it, but, let's face it, it's really not true.
	You're not glad the bubble has burst.  Say that you're in the educational toy business.  I've seen companies like that where prior to April they would say, “eToys' market cap is $2 billion and we sell only educational toys which is about a fifth of their business, so we should be roughly $400 million.  Maybe $400 million is a little too aggressive, since we are two people in a garage right now, so we'll take a 90% markdown.  Maybe pre-money is $40 million.”  If you go from $2 billion to $400 million to $40 million, you think that’s a great pre money valuation.  Oh, except that eToys, by the way, is now worth $300 million.  If you use the same math, you're now worth about $100,000.  You're not glad the bubble has burst.  Trust me.

9
“Our patents make our business defensible.”
Other than medical devices and biotechI'll grant you thoseI would say that patents are more or less useless.  They do not protect you.  If you have something worth copying, your patent will be worked around.  If you don't have something worth copying, then why get a patent?  We have seen very few companies that truly have patented technology that is truly defensible. The key to success for most high-tech companies, I believe, is implementation, not intellectual property protection.  If you want to be a defensible company, hire engineers, not lawyers.

10
“All we have to do is get 1% of the market.”
This is the so-called “Chinese soda test.”  The Chinese soda test is: if just 1% of the people of China drank our soda every day, we would sell boatloads of soda and be so rich. The problem is, it's not that easy to get 1% of all the people in China to drink one soda a day.  It's not that easy to get 1% of any market to use your product.
	This kind of reasoning goes along with lie number two. “All we need is 1% of the market and IDC says it's going to be $50 billion by 2003, so how hard could this be?  You ought to fund us.”  Well, as I said, getting 1% of a market is hard, and it also shows that your perspective is wrong.  People want to fund companies that want 99% market share.  Garage.com is looking for entrepreneurs whose greatest fear is the Department of Justice’s Antitrust Division 10 years from now.  If you come to us and say, “Our projections are just wild.  In our wildest dreams, we don't know what the size of the market is, but we know that we're going to dominate 99% of it, so we're afraid of the Department of Justice.”  We are interested in that deal, not the ones who say, “All we have to do is get 1% of the market.”

	Now, I told you these Top 10 lies for one very specific reason.  If you're going to tell lies, and sometimes you have to in a presentation, at least tell different ones.  Now you know the 10 lies that every institutional investor hears every day, so tell different ones.  That's speech number one.

the top 10 lessons of public relations

	Speech number two.  Fran told me that there are a lot of PR and marketing professionals in this audience. I grant you the power to criticize what I'm going to say, but this is what I've learned about PR in my career.

1
Create buzz, not ink.
The first thing is that the world has completely changed in terms of buzz versus ink.  It used to be that if you got ink in places like Walt Mossberg's column in The Wall Street Journal, or in The Industry Standard or Fortune or Forbes or Business Week, the ink would create buzz.  I believe that the world has completely reversed.  Today, if you get buzzif people are talking about you, if you're getting 25 million people ripping off music with your softwareif you get buzz, you will get ink.  Journalists have no choice but to write about something that is a phenomenon.
	I will give you the secret to all of the evangelism and PR.  The answer is to create a great product because a great product creates buzz and great buzz creates ink.  That's how it works.  This is called “Guy's Golden Touch,” which is to say “whatever is gold, Guy touches.”  That's very different from “whatever Guy touches turns to gold,” okay?  Create a great product.

2
Be one thing to all people.
Too much of PR and marketing is about being many things to many people.  You should be so lucky that you are absolutely identified with one particular thing.  Instead of trying a shotgun approach, you should try the rifle approach.  What do you want to be?  What specific thing?
	I'll give you examples of specific things.  Macintosh.  No matter how much we tried to position Macintosh as powerful, Fortune 500, MIS compatible, IT compatible; Macintosh equals “ease of use.”  For years we spent tens of millions of dollars trying to prove how Macintosh was a Fortune 500 computer.  Macintosh equals ease of use. There's nothing we could do about it, nothing we could do to reposition it.
	Second, Amazon equals books.  In my brain, when I think books, I think Amazon.  When I think CDs, I think someplace else; when I think auctions, I think someplace else; when I think electronics, I think someplace else.  Amazon equals books.  Go for that one thing.
	Third, Volvo equals safety. When you're a parent who wants to drive a refrigerator, you buy a Volvo.  That's how it works.  Volvo is not sexy.  Volvo is not high performance.  Volvo is not German.  Volvo is safety.  The key thing to realize is that you want to be one thing to all people.

3
Position, don’t be positioned.
The third thing is that you should never accept the positioning that the market and the press give you, determine what you want the positioning to be and set it your way.  This is a lesson that I learned the hard way recently.  For the past two years, Garage.com has been positioned as an incubator.  We were lumped together with ICG, CMGI, Divine InterVentures and IdeaLab!, but we are not an incubator. We don't house people, we don't provide receptionists to answer your phone, we don't provide photocopies, we don't provide anything like that. The difference between Garage.com and an incubator is roughly 40% in equitywe take 40% less.  However, because there's no category called “venture capital investment bank,” we're always lumped together with the incubators.
	Now, I will grant you that if Divine InterVentures' market cap today were $100 billion, I would be telling you that we're an incubator, but it's not, so we decided to go on an active positioning initiative.  Now we position ourselves as a “venture capital investment bank.”  An investment bank helps you raise money; we help you raise money just like Goldman Sachs helps you raise money.  Investment banks prepare you for a road show; we prepare you for a road show.  Investment banks beat you up on your business model; we beat you up on your business model.  Investment banks make you do your financials over and over, and we make you do your financials over and over.  We just specialize in raising venture capital.
	We actively positioned this.  When reporters call us and we give interviews, we talk about the company and we always specifically say, “When you do the Garage.com comma something something something comma, you always have to say “venture capital investment bank” to that level of specificity.  You tell the reporter that's what you want in that clause between the commas.  When I speak, now, I require being introduced as “CEO of Garage.com comma a venture capital investment bank.”  You heard Fran do it. If he didn't do it, I wouldn't have spoken.  Do not accept the positioning of the marketplace.  Take the position you want and evangelize it.

4
Cascade.
Having achieved this positioning, you need to cascade it.  Lots of times the marketing department has achieved it, gotten it all clarified, worked with their consultants, etc., etc., and they say, “Boom.  Done.  Venture capital investment bank.  Everybody knows it.”  That's not true.
	You need to cascade this position.  You need to tell all the other execs, “When somebody asks you what you are, you say ‘venture capital investment bank.’”  When you speak anywhere, you send them your bio and it says “Amy Vernetti, Director of Human Capital, Garage.com, a venture capital investment bank.”  No matter where you speak, everything is like that.  All your directors and advisors should also say it.  Your board of directors shouldn't be saying, “Well, they're kind of an incubator.”  It’s not a good idea for your board of directors to be saying something like that.  They should say “venture capital investment bank.”  And, of course, all your rank and file employees, right down to the shipping clerk, should be saying “venture capital investment bank.”  It would be nice if your Web site also echoed this and your press releases and your collateral.  The point is that once you decide on positioning, make sure it cascades through all your company.

5
Cut the crap.
There's a lot of crap in PR today, and let me save you roughly $200,000 with this point.  First of all, you don't need to do press conferences anymore.  If you're Oracle or Microsoft, if you're AOL, okay, do a press conference.  Rent a ballroom and spend $200,000 on wine and shrimp.  God bless you.  The press will come not because of the wine, not because of the shrimp and not because Huey Lewis is going to play at halftime.  They're going to come because they have to come, because you're a gorilla.  Unless you work for a gorilla, cut the press conferences because people don't care about press conferences.  All they want, more than anything else, is a one-on-one interview with the CEO.  Give them that and it equals a press conference.  Save the money.  It also means you don't have to do launch parties.  These $250,000 things at Comdex where you feed 1,000 of your competitors, they don't make sense.  If you're going to spend $250,000 on a launch party, buy a Porsche 911 Turbo for $125,000 because the next day the Turbo will still be there. Buy a great car and let the employees share it.
	You also don't need to do paper press releases or paper press kits anymore.  I think those are passé.  What the editors and journalists really want is a one-page email press release.  That's what they want, and they want it via email.  They don't care about the press kit.  They don't care about the 85-pound bond paper.  They don't care about the CD-ROM.  They don't care about the slides. They don't care about the little robot that you send with the press kit that says, “If you want the control for this robot, call me.”  They don't care about the basket of fruit because, quite frankly, most journalists are afraid to eat the fruit; they don't know what's in it.  Cut out the press releases and save trees, if nothing else.

6
Make friends before you need them.
This seems like a no-brainer, but I can tell you that very few people do it.  It is the key to the successful PR of Garage.com.  About 15 years ago, I started working at Apple and not because I was smart; I was just lucky. Back when Apple was hotand there was a time when Apple was hot, I don't know if any of you are old enough to remember thatwe could pick who we worked with in the journalism world.  Sometimes we granted interviews to Fortune, sometimes we granted interviews to Forbes and The Wall Street Journal and The New York Times, but there were other, lesser publications that we didn't grant interviews to because they were beneath our radar or the executives didn't have time.  During that period of heightened arrogance at Apple Computer, I started working with all the journalists who were not at the very well-known publications.  I was working with the people who were reporters at The Milpitas Times and The Fremont Gazette.  You’ve never heard of those two publications, and you shouldn't have.  Neither had I, quite frankly.   The interesting thing is that, in the past 15 years the reporters I worked with at places like The Fremont Gazette and The Milpitas Times, first they became business writers at The San Francisco Chronicle, then the West Coast correspondent for Business Week, then The Wall Street Journal’s West Coast Editor.  Now, I have all these friends who remember me as the person who helped them when they were nothing, and now they are something.  That's why Garage.com gets so much good press.  I made all these relationships long before I needed them.  I wish I could tell you I was so sly and so smart and so insightful to have planned this, but I didn't.  Make friends before you need them.

7
Block and tackle.
I believe that PR is all about blocking and tackling.  It is not, as I said, about highfalutin’ press conferences; it is not about cute toys and gifts; it is not about anything that you're trying to impress people with.  It is about blocking and tackling.  Let me give you examples of blocking and tackling.
	First, return people's phone calls.  I can't tell you how many CEOs do not return phone calls, even to The Wall Street Journal, Fortune, Forbes and The New York times.  Return their phone calls.  Return their phone call even if you know it's going to be a negative thing.  That's especially when you return the phone call.  If you have to, return the phone call at 9:00 at night when you know they're not thereat least you can leave a voice mail.  Play tricks, but return the voice mail, okay?
	Second, answer email.  You have to answer email.  If you want to have a good relationship with the press, you answer your email and you return their phone calls.
	Third, you never lie.  I have a policy of never lying, and the reason is not because of my high state of ethics, there's a very practical reason for never lying.  Lying takes too much energy because, when you lie, you have to remember how you lied so you can lie consistently.  If you tell the truth, you don't have to remember because the truth is the truth.  If for no other reason than that, don't lie because you don't have enough energy to maintain all the separate stories.  The bigger reason is, if you want credibility with the press, you cannot lie.  If you want to say, “Trust me on this one, it's not as bad as it seems” when you're losing money this quarter, you need to have established that credibility by ‘fessing up when it really was bad.  PR is a process; it is not an event.  Most people think that PR is an event where you meet with a person, you're going to get a lot of ink and, boom, you're done.  It's not.  It's a process that lasts for years and years.  If you lie, you will stop that process.

8
Read, then pitch; don’t pitch then read.
The way it really works in targeting is that you read a person's prior work and then you pitch them a story.  Lots of PR is done the opposite way, however, which is you pitch a story then you read what they've done.  The reason why you read then pitch is that you need to find out who the real reporter is.  If you do PR for a semiconductor company, pitching Walt Mossberg at The Wall Street Journal to do a story about your new chip is probably not a good idea because he covers consumer gadgets.  He does not cover semiconductors, so you will look like a total bozo by pitching him on a semiconductor story.  You need to read what he does, then pitch a story to him.

9
Shoot bullets, not pellets.
PR is about shooting bullets from rifles, not pellets from shotguns.  It means that you read Walt Mossberg’s background and his prior work and you find out that he's about consumer gadgets.  If I have a consumer gadget thing, I send it to him.  If I have a semiconductor story, there's somebody else at The Wall Street Journal I send it to.  If I have a venture capital story, it's Lisa Branston at The Wall Street Journal.  You shouldn't try to blanket a news room, but lots of people do it anyway.  I was at The Washington Post yesterday and you can see this pit with about eight people in cubes all sort of facing each other.  If you send all eight people the same press release, what happens is that one of them stands up says, “Hey, did you get that press release about this thing?”  One will say yes, another will say yes and so on.  What happens is that they all assume that somebody else is writing the story because everybody in the newsroom got the press release.  You need to specifically identify and shoot a very specific bullet at the journalist you want.  Do not try to spray a newsroom.  It never, ever works and can mostly hurt you.

10
Be a “source.”
This has paid off for me over and over again.  You need to be a source for a journalist to help them write their stories.  The best attitude to have with a journalist is “I want to help you write your story.”  Your story may not be about me or our company.  It may not generate any ink for us, but I will help you be a better journalist.
	I have been a background source in countless stories.  You don't want to know how many stories I've been in.  There used to be a magazine called MacWeek and they used to give a mug for every inside tip and leak.  I hold the record for the most mugs, and I help many, many reporters write stories, mostly on background.  Very recently, a reporter for The San Jose Mercury was writing a story about Silicon Valley pets.  I don't have a pet, but I sent an email to my circle of friends asking if any of them had great pet stories.  One of them told me that in San Francisco there's a daycare service where dot.com executives bring their dogs and cats in the morning, leave them for daycare all day and come back and get them.  That's kind of a unique story, so I told it to the reporter and it appeared in her story about pets in Silicon Valley.  There was nothing about Garage.com in that story, but you know what?  Some day, when I need something from her, she will remember that I helped her with the Silicon Valley pet story.  You need to be a source.

	If you do these things, I swear, you will get lots of buzz and lots of press.  That's speech number two.

the top 10 rules in the war for talent

	Speech number three is called “The War for Talent,” and I'm a little nervous about giving it because our Director of Human Capital is in the audience.  She's going to tell me all the things I said wrong.  If you have questions about this, I'm going to refer to her.  Have you ever heard the joke about the chauffeur and the physicist?  This chauffeur is taking this physicist around the Bay Area to do a bunch of lectures, and he goes to every lecture and listens to the physicist over and over again.  The physicist has slides and keeps giving the same speech.  At the last one for the day, the physicist says to the chauffeur, “I'm really tired,” and the chauffeur says, “You know what?  I've watched this thing 10 times.  I'll give your speech.”  They reverse places and the chauffeur gives the speech. Everything is going great using the slides and the canned speech, but then he finishes early and the moderator says, “Let's take some questions.”  He gets one or two questions he can handle, but the third question is really hard, so he says, “You know, this question is so stupid and so easy I'm going to let my chauffeur answer it.”
	So, if the questions get really stupid and easy, I'm going to let my chauffeur answer them.
	In today's fund-raising environment, the way the war for talent works is that if you get the talent, you get the money.  This is very different.  It used to be that you got the money, then the talent.  Today, you have to get the talent first.  You may logically ask, “If I don't have money, how do I get talent?”  Welcome to the big leagues.  The way it works today is that one of the big tests of the viability of a company is the CEO's ability to recruit without money.  Anybody can recruit with money; that's how the big, dumb companies do it.  The test is whether you can recruit without money, so here are the Top 10 things about recruiting in the war for talent today.

1
Recruit 24x7.
Like PR, recruiting is not an event, it’s a process.  Recruiting is not something that you leave for your human capital department to do from 8:00 to 5:00.  If you recruit that way, you will never build a world class team.  You need to be recruiting 24x7, at every cocktail reception, with every email, at every meeting you have.  I have recruited people when they came to pitch us on being a vendor, and when they wanted me to be on their advisory board.  This is a true story.  A woman came to us, told me about her company and said, “Guy, why don't you join our board of advisors?  What's your advice?”  I said, “You really want me to tell you?  This my advice.  That market is too crowded and there's no business model.  Your company is not going to make it.”  I asked about her background, and she said it was in telephony.  I said, “If you really want my advice, you should quit that company and join ours, because we need telecom expertise.”  She did.
	The point is that you have to recruit 24x7.  Always.  There are only two statesyou're asleep or recruiting.  That's it.

2
Kiss a lot of frogs.
You kiss a lot of frogs because many times a company is tempted to go with that first or second resume they get, that first or second applicant, because they're so desperate.  You're growing so fast, you have this $10 million and the venture capitalists are telling you to scalewell, maybe this is last century advice.  They're telling you to scale, so you're thinking that you have to get a bunch of bodies right away and you take first applicant that comes in who looks reasonable.
	You know what?  Don't do that.  You need to kiss a lot of frogs.  You need to kiss 10 or 20 frogs before you find a prince.  Don't be tempted by the first or second or third resume.  Discipline yourself.  Kiss a lot of frogs before you decide on one.

3
Use all your weapons.
Again, lots of companies look at human capital recruiting as a specialty that's done by special people from 8:00 to 5:00.  You must use all your weapons, specifically your board of directors.  Your board members should be looking for people they can recruit for you.  You should also use them and your Chairman and your outside advisors to sign these people up once you've recruited them.  When you have an illustrious board, say a Mario Morino or a Steve Case, you need to take candidates to them and say, “Listen, can you help me recruit this person?”  Most candidates will be so flattered to meet them that they will bend over backwards to join your company.  Use all your weapons.  You have outside advisors and directors; help them help you recruit.  That's one of their moral obligations.  Use your CEO; I don't care if it's for a receptionist job.  Use your CEO to recruit.

4
Trust your gut.
Trust your gut means that sometimes you're in such a rush that you look at the resume of someone you've spent 15 minutes with and think, “This person did work for Oracle, ran an engineering department and seems to know Oracle and big databases.  He looks right; let's hire him.”  But your gut is saying, “You know, this guy is a bozo.  He's wearing an Armani jacket and he has Brut on.  What's the deal here?”  Your gut is telling you not to do it, but your mind is saying, “We have to get somebody in this CTO position.  Venture capitalists are telling us to scale.”  Trust your gut.  No matter how good a person looks on paper, if something tells you not to hire him, don't hire the person.
	The flip side is that if your gut is telling you to hire a person despite her lack of background, also trust your gut.  I made an amazing transition once in my career.  To give you a very quick overview, I was an undergraduate at Stanford and got a BA in psychology because, frankly, that was that easiest major at the time.  After Stanford, I went to the University of California at Davis for law school.  I stayed in law school for two weeks and quit.  I think that’s inherent proof of my intelligence because most people practice law for 20 years and quit; I quit after two weeks.  I'm a hundred times smarter than most lawyers.  After that, I worked in Hawaii, then I came back for an MBA at UCLA.  While I was at UCLA, I worked for a jewelry manufacturer counting diamonds.  That was my first job, counting diamonds at a small jewelry manufacturer.  From counting diamonds I fell in love with computing when one of my friends at Stanford showed me an Apple II and then a Macintosh, so I went to a small software company called Peachtree Software Services which was acquired by MSA in Atlanta.  The people in Atlanta wanted me to move there when they acquired the company.  I went to Atlanta, and there were two reasons why I could never move there.  One is that every street is named Peachtree so you can never find your way, the second is that they asked me what I would like to eat and, when I said sushi, they took me to a bait shop.  I said forget it and chose not to move to Atlanta.  I was recruited by Apple, and the only reason I got hired there was because I roomed with the person who was hiring me.  It was pure nepotism because, if you looked at my backgroundpsych and counting diamondsthat was not exactly the spec you would set for the software evangelist upon which to bet all Macintosh software.  So, I am living proof that when people trust their gut you can succeed.  Steve Jobs trusted his gut about me and that's why I became what I became.  You need to trust your gut, both negatively and positively.

5
Sell all the decision-makers.
Many times, when you recruit a person, you think it is that person you have to convince, so you throw your directors and advisors and your CEO at the person.  You think you have the decision absolutely wired shut, you negotiate in good faith, you talk about it, you come to agreement, you send the offer letter, everything is going great and you don't sign the person.  Later, you find out that this 28-year-old who you really thought you had nailed shut is living with her parents and her parents told her, “In this economy, maybe you shouldn't go to work for a startup in high technology.”  Should you have known that this person's parents were going to help her in that decision?  That's debatable, but I guess you should have because you needed to sell all the decision-makers.  It is not simply the candidate, it is the spouse, the parents, the grandparents, the boyfriend or girlfriend, everybody.  You have to sell all the decision-makers, not just the employee.

6
Recruit outside the lines.
This sort of goes with trusting your gut.  Many people recruit only inside the lines.  Here’s a very funny story about Apple.  Macintosh was introduced in 1984.  In 1986, when Apple was recruiting, I remember seeing ads that said you needed five years of Macintosh programming experience.  The math didn't quite work.  If you recruit only inside the lines, if you say the only proper candidate for running software evangelism at Apple Computer is a person who has worked with software development for five years, Guy Kawasaki, diamond counter, never would have been hired.
	You need to look for talent.  This is a war for talent, and, if you restrict yourself only to the people who appear to be right on paper, you will not make optimal hires.  Go outside of your industry.  Go outside of your geographic area, recruit outside the lines.  The point is to hire the best person, not the best person who meets spec.  There's a very big difference.

7
Wait to compensate.
Many companies decide in advance that, well, a VP of Marketing is $150,000 with 1% of the company; a Director of Engineering is $95,000 with 0.5% of the company; etc.  You set up these barriers for yourself, so you avoid great candidates.  The way you should compensate is to pay whatever it takes.
	I'll tell you a story about our Director of Human Capital.  About a year ago, we decided that we wanted a headhunter on our staff who would do nothing but recruit for our clients.  We were discussing this internally and thought we should get a person like this for about $85,000-$100,000.  The President of Garage.com knew Amy Vernetti and he saw her one day.  Amy was at Heidrick & Struggles from which we rescued her.  We had a relationship with Heidrick & Struggles, so he went to her and said, “We're thinking of hiring a headhunter and we'd like to pay that person between $85,000 and $100,000.”  Little did we know that Amy Vernetti was interested in working for us, but when she heard the President spec the job in that range when she was making multiples of that, she eliminated herself from the candidate pool.  Our President made a mistake; he didn't wait to compensate.  He specified what the compensation was, and, by doing so, he negated one great candidate.
	Now you ask yourself, “How come Amy is working for us.”  It's because Amy and I play basketball together at 5:30 in the morning Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays.  One day I told her that we were looking for a headhunter.  This was after the conversation with the President.  She asked, “What are you going to pay?”  I said, “Whatever it takes.  Headhunters can make half million dollars.  Whatever it takes.  We don't exactly have half a million dollars, but we have boatloads of equity and we're pre-IPO, so whatever it takes.”  I pulled her out of the muck of Heidrick & Struggles, rescued her and changed her life, and it was because I didn't set a cap.  If I had told her the most we would pay was $100,000, we never would have gotten her.  You need to wait to compensate.  You need to wait to find the right candidate, then do whatever is necessary to get that candidate.  Do not set yourself up for failure by specifying a range in advance.

8
Pay for what you get.
Be willing to pay for what you get.  I think that for a startup CEO you need to pay about $250,000 with 5-10% of the company.  That's the ballpark.  You need to pay for what you get because you'll never get what you pay for if you don't pay for what you get.  Be willing to step up to the bar.  A world-class CEO will help you get funding and increase your market cap.  Pay for that.  It is better to pay $500,000 and 10% of the company for a world-class CEO if the company increases in value, than to steal one at $75,000 and 1% of the company.  Frankly, if you can get a CEO for $75,000 and 1%, you don't want that CEO.  Pay for what you get.

9
End with the offer letter.
Many companies also make this mistake.  They're going along great with the candidate, completing each other sentences like Steve Jobs and John Scully, and what happens?  They say, “Wow, let's just fax over an offer letter as a first attempt.  We'll sort of set the stage for the negotiations.”  They send over an offer letter that is so insultingly low that the candidate gets completely turned off.  The way it really works today is that you meet with the candidate, you come to some verbal agreement, the candidate knows exactly what you're going to do, you know exactly what the candidate will accept and, at the very last moment, you send the offer letter.  You do not send the offer letter early in the process to set the stage for negotiation; all negotiation is done in advance.  The offer letter is merely the written confirmation of something you've already agreed to orally.  Send the offer letter as the absolute last step, okay?  End with the offer letter, don't begin with it.

10
Never assume you're done.
It used to be that you could assume that once you got an offer letter sent, you got the person.  Then it became that when you got a signed acceptance of the offer letter you had the person. Then it became, when the person quit their old job you had the person.  Then it was that when the person quit the job and started with you, you had the person.  Now it's: person got the offer letter, signed the offer letter, returned the offer letter, resigned, started at your company and has stayed six months.  That's when you truly have the person.
	Let me tell you a story.  A few months ago we hired, or we thought we hired, a Vice President to run one part of our company.  This person was working for an investment bank.  We went through protracted negotiations in which we finally came to an oral agreement.  We gave the person the offer letter.  The person then resigned.  The company he was working for countered our offer, so he came back and said, “Maybe I'm not so sure.”  We're kind of used to this, so we went back with another offer, and that person resigned again.  At this point, his current employer is offering him $7 million a year, guaranteed.  Trust me when I tell you we weren't offering him $7 million, so it was offer letter, counter, offer letter, counter.  We still got him to quit, okay?  He joins us.  He works for five days and one day he leaves a voice mail for me saying that he's not returning to the investment bank.  He's going to be CFO at his friend's company because that company is just about to do a secondary and he sees this as a quick flip to get a lot of money.  This is after he's been working for us five days.  He left us and went to work for his friend’s company.  About a month later, he left that company and went back to the investment bank.
	That's the nature of the business today.  Until you really have the person, until that person has startedand even starting is not good enough, the person has to be engaged by your companythat's when you're doneengaged by your company.  It's not the offer letter, it's not the acceptance of the offer letter, it's not the resignation.  You assume you're done when the person is truly, truly engaged and contributing to your company.  That's when you're done.

	Those are the Top 10 things about the war for talent.  That's speech number three.

the top 10 principles of business development

	Speech number four is about BizDev.  How many of you do business development for your companies?  Okay.  I hope I can shed some light on the process.  Maybe you can instruct me on doing BizDev even better.  Here are the Top 10 things I’ve learned about it.

1
Ensure that the middle and bottom like the deal.
Most BizDev deals blow up because the middle and the bottom of the company don't like the deal.  Most of it is done with a press conference by two egomaniac CEOs who don't know each other and saw the press release the night before.  They're coming together to announce this great partnership, and you know what?  Those kinds of partnerships always blow up.  The key for BizDev is not that the egomaniac CEOs like the deal, it is that the middle and the bottomthe engineers, the product managers, the people who really do the workthose are the people who have to like the deal.  The CEOs come and go; they have a short attention span.  The CEOs are dumb.  The middle and the bottom is where real work is done, and that's how you have to make BizDev work.

2
Build from strength, not to cover weakness.
Most BizDev is done to cover weakness.  We have a weakness, you have a weakness, two plus two can equal four. Well, usually, two plus two equals three because you're highlighting each other's weaknesses instead of highlighting each other's strengths.
	I'll give you a very practical example.  When I was at Apple, we did a deal with DEC.  Apple had a weakness with no telecom and no datacom strategy.  DEC had a weakness with no personal computers.  We were doing a deal together to cover each other's respective weaknesses instead of highlighting each other’s respective strengths.  That deal blew up.  One reason it blew up was because the middle and bottom of each company didn't like each other.  We thought the people at DEC were a bunch of dinosaurs in the mainframe and minicomputer business; the people at DEC thought that we were sitting out in Cupertino in beanbag chairs with our Birkenstocks drinking white wine.  Much of that is true, actually.
	The key is that when you want to do great BizDev, two plus two has to equal five.  Highlight strengths; don't do it to cover weaknesses.  Two strong companies make strengths even stronger, not two weak companies trying to cover each other's butts.

3
Find a champion.
BizDev's champions are not CEOs, not the people at the top.  They are product managers, secretaries, administrative aides, those kinds of people.  They are not people with highfalutin’ titles.  You need to find that champion.  This champion is an evangelist; this champion sees the alliance as a way to make the world a better place.  That's the key.  Find a champion, and it's never, ever the CEO.  If you are told that the CEO is championing your cause, that is a warning sign. Find someone lower in the organization to be your champion.

4
Cut win/win deals.
No matter how tempting it is to cut a win/lose deal, always cut a win/win deal, especially if you're the gorilla.  Many gorillas feel that they have so much power that they can stick it to a company in a partnership.  Never do that.  If you don't cut a win/win deal, it will blow up.  I don't care how strong a gorilla you are, if you're sticking it to your partner, your partner will find another gorilla.

5
Find a lawyer who wants to do business.
You need to find a lawyer because lawyers are going to cut deals and they're going to okay deals, but you need to find a lawyer who wants to do business, not prevent it.  Most lawyers want to prevent business.  They view themselves as the adult supervision in the company.  You need to find a very specific kind of lawyer who loves to do deals.  These are very rare lawyers.

6
Establish the right legal framework.
Having found the right lawyer, you need to establish the right legal framework in which that lawyer operates.  Here it is.  Say to that lawyer, “This is what I want to do; now keep me out of jail.”  Don't ask the lawyer, “Can I do this?”  Say, “This is what I'm going to do; now make it legal.”  That's the right perspective for BizDev.

7
Put an “out” clause in the deal.
This goes back to the theory of cutting win/win deals.  You put an out clause in the deal so that after 90 days, if things don't work out, you can just tear up the contract and walk away.  Many companies are afraid to put in an out clause.  They feel that they've negotiated such great terms that they want to have this thing automatically renew every year in perpetuity since it's such a good deal.  When you do that, you set too much pressure upon the agreement.  Put an out clause in the deal as a pressure valve that releases problems.  I believe that if you have an out clause in the deal, people are more likely to aggressively make the deal work because they know that if it doesn't, we can blow it up very easily.  If you don't have an out clause in the deal, you're very hesitant to do aggressive things because you're always worried that you’re going to get stuck in it.  Put in an out clause and that will make for longer lasting deals, not shorter ones.

8
Explain it to a woman.
This is very tricky for me to explain.  I get in trouble with it all the time, but I truly believe this.  When you come up with a BizDev idea, you need to explain it to a woman.  The word is woman, not spouse.  There's a big difference because spouse includes men.  You need to explain it to a woman because, I believe, women have much better judgment.
	The problem with men doing BizDev is that deep in our DNA for millions of years we have believed that we need to kill things.  We cannot go out and kill things anymore, at least not people, so BizDev is the most logical expression of that hostility.  Deep in our DNA we have this ROM that says to go out and cut deals because we're men, and that leads to very stupid deals.  Whenever you come up with a BizDev idea, explain it to a woman because women have better judgment.  They'll tell you if a deal is good or not.  Asking a man is wasting time; explain it to a woman.

9
Don’t expect people to do something you wouldn’t do.
The ninth thing is never to expect people to do something you, yourself, would not do.  I keep harping on this thing that even if you're the gorilla and you can enforce a win/lose deal with no out clause, don't do it.  If you wouldn't do something, don't expect other people to do it.  It will blow up.

10
Don’t form an alliance with people who . . . 
The tenth thing is don't form an alliance with people who have two or more of the following four qualities.  Before I tell you these four qualities, understand that I know the difference between correlation and causation.  I really do.  But I'm telling you with 100% certainty that there is 100% correlation between lousy BizDev deals and people who have two or more of the following four qualities.  If you find yourself engaged in conversations for BizDev with these kinds of people do not do the deal:

-	drive a German car
-	have a goatee
-	use cologne
-	wear Armani

	If you find yourself dealing with someone who has two of these qualities, I'm telling youyou think I'm kiddingI'm telling you it will not work.  You laugh.  I'm telling you.

This is speech number four.  BizDev 101.

what’s a “venture capital investment bank?”

	I'm going to rip through five minutes of telling what you what Garage.com does.  I'm going to give you the Garage.com story because I'm not here for my health; I'm here to find deals.
	This is the problem we're trying to solve.  We believe that the venture capital business is inefficient.  There are three major causes of the inefficiency.  One is that the system is closed.  Most VCs will not read a business plan unless it comes to them from a CEO in their portfolio, a lawyer, an accountant or someone they already know. They use those people as proxies for screening.  This eliminates the entrepreneur who's just beginning and doesn't know these people or doesn't know how to get to a lawyer.  The system is closed, but I worked for Apple Computer where we believe in an open systemother than licensing the operating system.  How do you get past the VC’s receptionist?  Well, Garage.com will get you past the receptionist.  We are a trusted source of referrals for these institutions, and we read every business plan.  If you ask most VCs how many of the clients they funded came in over the transom, they will tell you one out of 25 a year, best case.  At Garage.com, it's 50%.  We read 12,000 business plans a year.
	The second thing is that the venture capital business is regionalized.  Most VCs, to this day, want to do deals with companies that are within two hours' driving distance via Mercedes S-500.  If you are a Virginia-based entrepreneur and you want to raise Sand Hill money, good luck.  We can help do you that.  It's what we do.
	The third point is that it's too serial.  You meet with one VC, get rejected, go meet another VC, get rejected, go to the third, get rejected, etc.  We help you do it in parallel.  You're going to hit literally dozens of potential investors at once with us.  We try to make market efficiencies and do things in parallel for you.  Those are the problems we want to fix.
	This is our process.  First, we need to find you, which we do over the transom and through our Web site, as well as through our own sources of referrals.  Again, we read 12,000 business plans a year.  Then we fix you.  We work with you for six weeks hands-on.  We cover topics like executive recruiting, so Amy Vernetti is going to help you find the key people necessary for you to build your team.  We help with your business model; we prepare your road show presentation; we find you your first customers, your first partners.  We do all those things for you.  Then we fund you.  We do it in two ways, a shotgun approach to 2,500 entities and a rifle approach where we sit down with you and decide who's the ideal investor for you.  We pick from a pool of 2,500 VCs, corporations and angel investors.  Finally, we follow you post-funding.  We continue to work with you, frankly, because we're an equity holder and the purpose of Garage.com is to have liquidity advance, not to own stock certificates that are worthless.  We keep on helping with new BizDev and customer relationships.  We also do follow-on investments since we would like to continue to have the equity position in you by putting more money into you.  That's our process.
	As a very quick overview, we're looking for startups in high-techsoftware, hardware, telecom, wireless, IT infrastructure and life sciences.
	These are the benefits we provide our clients.  First of all, access to capital.  Like I said, 2,500 potential investors.  We help you with your business model.  We do your recruiting for you.  We provide your first partnerships and your first customers.  If you want to get to Charles Schwab or E*Trade or Excite or Yahoo or Inktomi or Victoria's Secret or Harry & David, we have relationships with all these companies.  We can help you get in there as your first customers.  We also do your road show preparation and we provide interim management through our CEO/CFO-In-Residence program, or we can provide a CEO to help you get through the funding process.  We also help with your buzz and PR.  These are the fundamental services that we provide to clients.
	On the other side of the equation, we also have investorsthe 2,500 entities that look at our deals. Here is what we provide investors, in case you're an angel investor or a VC.  We take 12,000 deals down to 80; that's a service.  We're like DeBeers.  We have two tons of dirt in which to find one carat of diamonds, and, like DeBeers, we'd like to have a monopoly.  Some day I'll be indicted for that.  Let's hope it comes to that.  We enable an investor to create an entire network of investors around a particular company, so, if you want to invest in one company, we can help you find the directors and advisors and the corporations who also will invest in that company so you won't have to slug it out alone.  Finally, we provide additional bandwidth.  Some VC firms have a headhunter to help them with their portfolio.  We have four more headhunters who will help the headhunter and the company fill out their portfolio.  We increase the bandwidth of the investors who have invested in our clients.  Those are the benefits we offer investors.
	This is the “Steve Jobs reality distortion” slide that shows that we've done over 60 deals and helped companies raise more than $200 million in the past two years.  It's the tombstones of our clients, although “tombstones” have a whole new connotation recently.
	Garage.com is not an angel matchmaking service; we are a venture capital investment bank.  Remember, “venture capital investment bank.”  These are the kinds of institutions that have invested in our companies, firms like  Samsung and Technology Crossover Ventures, Sony, Draper Fisher Jurvetson, NEA.  Roughly 65% of our deals are led by institutions as opposed to angels.
	The last thing I want to tell you in this ad is that we have a conference called “Bootcamp for Startups.”  In two days we cover topics including the process of raising venture capital, we review people's business models with a panel of experienced investors and CEOs, we have an hour-and-a-half session on how to properly pitch your company and we have a special session for woman about pitching companies including the special concerns of women as entrepreneurs.  We talk about exit paths and we also talk about how to create buzz and PR.  I don't think you could learn more about starting a high-tech firm in two days than by coming to Bootcamp.  I promise you that it will be time and money very well spent.
	And, with that, it's 9:22.  I have eight minutes to take questions.


the audience: q&a

Q:  Is there any prerequisite for Bootcamp that you have your seed round already?

Mr. Kawasaki:  There is no prerequisite.  It's preferable that you've had a seed round, but we don't really care.  Our sweet spot is firms looking for $3-$10 million with a pre-money valuation of $3-$15 million.


Q:  When you come across a company that has a good idea in which you might be interested in investing, how do you approach the issues of confidentiality?

Mr. Kawasaki:  I will tell you that one of the big marks of being a bozo for an entrepreneur is asking for an non-disclosure agreement (NDA).  You should never ask for an NDA unless, maybe, if you're in medical devices or biotech.  Other than that, never ask for an NDA because no institutional investor that I know of will sign one.  The reason why is because at any given moment there are five companies giving us the same idea.  If we sign your NDA and then we fund another company, you might sue me for violating your NDA.  There are five people with the same idea, so no one can sign it.  Even asking for it says on your forehead, “I am a bozo.”  Don't even ask for it.
	The way you get around this is to quickly explain to the potential investor what your company does and ask, “Do you have anything in your portfolio or are you considering anything that competes with it?”  They'll say yes or no.  If they say no, no problem.  If they say yes, I would still explain it to them because I am no longer paranoid.  I used to be paranoid.  I used to think that the key to success for a company is the quality of the idea, but I no longer believe that.  I believe it's the quality of the implementation.  Good ideas are easy, and lots of people come to us with this really secret idea that they don't want to tell anybody about it.  Finally I bludgeon them and say, “I’m not signing an NDA.  You want money?  You have to tell me the idea.”  Then they say “Online book sales.” Really?  Wow.  I can see why you wanted an NDA for that. No one is selling books online.
	Just ask them, and don't ever ask for an NDA.


Q:  Your first rule was that institutional investors will apply a 0.1 multiplier to your projections.  How do you get around that?

Mr. Kawasaki:  Put in $49 million instead of $50 million.
	In business plans, most people spend about 80% of their time doing the financials and 20% doing the executive summary.  That is exactly 100% wrong.  You should spend 80% of your time on the first three pages and 20% on the financials.  Quite frankly, most people don't even read the financials because they get so turned off by the executive summary.  You're sitting there in Excel with this 2000x2000 linked spreadsheet that takes 15 minutes to recalculate because you figured out that in the third month of the third year you're making $1,000,786.65.  You think you have the world's greatest financial model because you took a class at night from Wharton, but nobody cares.  They have to get past the executive summary.  All they want to see in your financial model is that you're not on hard drugs, okay?  What they're going to look for in your financial model is, “Boy, these people are going to do $50 million, but to do that they're assuming that they're going to penetrate 95% of the Internet users in the world.  No company is going to do that.  This model cannot work.”  All they're doing is looking for the assumptions of your financial model.  They're not going to believe your financial model because nobody knows in year three what a company is going to do.  You just need to show that you can add and subtract and that you have reasonable assumptions in your model; that's all they care about.


Q:  It's almost schizophrenic: make sure you're believable in your projections, but no VC wants to touch a company that doesn't show $25-$30 million in revenue in the third year.  Is that still true?

Mr. Kawasaki:  I would say that $20 million is probably the floor.  Any lower than that would not be interesting enough.  On the other hand, if you’re saying you're going to do a $100 million, be careful that you don't exceed the run rate of every company in the history of mankind.  That is a problem.  I realize that it is schizophrenic, but I'm just telling you that's how people think.
	Now, I'll say also that very seldom will a VC tell you why they really are rejecting you.  It leads to too much argumentation.  If somebody wants to do business with you, they're going to look past your weakness and figure that they're going to fix them.  If they don't want to do business with you, they're going to harp on those weaknesses.  If you meet with a VC who says, “You don't have enough of a team for me to fund you,” that doesn't mean that if you fixed your team they necessarily would fund you.  They were looking for something that you cannot argue with.  If they really, truly believed in your business, they would say, “You know what?  You don't have a team, but we have a recruiter and we know people at Heidrick & Struggles and Korn/Ferry.  We can call them and they can recruit for you, so we could build this company together.”  If they were interested, that's what they'd say; if they're not interested they say you don't have a team.
	It's much like dealing with job applicants.  You can't tell a job applicant, “I didn't hire you because you have bad breath and you wore double knits that day.”  You say, “You don't quite meet our educational requirements” or something else that no one can argue with, right?  That's what you ought to translate.  If people want to do business with you, they will look past the weaknesses.  People fund people from strength, not from the lack of weaknesses, so you have to have strengths that make people willing to overcome the weaknesses.  Otherwise, it's a no.  No matter what they said, it's a no.


Q:  When do you set up options for family and friends in a new startup corporation?

Mr. Kawasaki:  I don't know why you would set up options for friends and family unless they are investors.  There is no reason to give your friends and family options unless they're going to add value to your company.  You can give them stock up to $10,000 with no tax consequences per year, so I've done that for lots of my friends and family, but I didn't give them options.  I don't see a reason to give people options unless they're contributing to your company.

Q:  What is the compromise between exaggeration, which you sometimes have to do, and being totally honest?

Mr. Kawasaki:  Well, the difference between exaggeration and a lie is that you believe your exaggeration.  

	Well, I promised to get you out by then 9:30, and it's 9:30 now.  Thank you all very much.


